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Dear Members,
The first time I met Stella—well, to be honest, she was
not yet called that—she was accompanied by her five
sisters. Since there were six girls I could not resist naming
them after my father’s six sisters. I often reminisce about
those strong-willed ladies as they were a memorable part
of my childhood, and now here before me were six more
sisters each with their distinguishing personalities, quirks
and appearances, just like my aunts. It is important to
note an essential difference between the two is that the
more recent sisters are chickens. Lovely buff Orpington
girls, all in need of rescue and someone to appreciate
their beauty. So I welcomed home Frances, Lena, Viola,
Marguerite, Kitty, and Stella.

The girls took little time in settling in and making their
new digs comfy. Large bowls of fresh, mixed vegetables
along with grains and seeds were a new treat after years
of deprivation. Being able to roam freely proved to be
great fun and quite stimulating. As I learned the traits
of each bright yellow hen they seemed to assume the
personalities of their namesakes. Sweet and agreeable,
fussy and particular, difficult to get along with and often
eccentric. Stella, though sweet and agreeable, was also a
tad eccentric. She was one of those rare chickens who
enjoys a good foot soaking in the water bowl, always
faced with the curiosity of her sisters. But Stella knew
what she liked and be it water or mud, peanuts or
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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What it Means to be a Member of the
Founder's Circle
OUR MISSION

To rescue, rehabilitate, and release
native wildlife, and to provide
sanctuary, individualized care, and
a voice for other animals in need.
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Lynn Cuny
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wildlife-rescue.org
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P.O. Box 369 Kendalia, Texas 78027
Phone: 830-336-2725
Fax: 830-336-3733
WRR Sherman Animal Care Complex
1354 Basse Rd. San Antonio, TX 78212

Search WRRTX on:

Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation is
a 501c(3) non-profit organization.
We rely on contributions from
individuals and foundations.
Donate today at
Wildlife-Rescue.org

ARTISTIC ANIMALS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30
WRR Sherman Animal Care Complex
San Antonio
6PM

Forty-one years ago (1977), Lynn Cuny founded Wildlife Rescue &
Rehabilitation in her San Antonio back yard. Initially supported by her
early morning paper route, the organization had a long way to go before
it would reach her goal of an expansive sanctuary in the Hill Country
that could provide secluded and highquality care to the many animals who
needed it. Perhaps if she had known
what it would take to make WRR what
it is today, she would have hesitated
in taking on such a daunting task. But
Lynn was nothing if not determined and
it was that unflinching attitude that has
brought Wildlife Rescue to where it is Founder/President Lynn Cuny holds
her rescued Chihuaha, Segunda.
today.

Animal Playtime Creates Art
Artistic Animals is Wildlife Rescue's annual event in which you can enjoy the
artistic results of animals having playtime or enrichment activities at Wildlife
Rescue.

Over the years, Wildlife Rescue grew both in the number of supporters
and the number of animals who came through our doors. At first
hundreds, then thousands, and now (2018) close to ten thousand ill,
injured, or orphaned animals are brought to Wildlife Rescue each year
for a second chance at life. And as WRR rose to the demands of the
increasing need, faithful supporters like you provided the resources
necessary to purchase animal food and medications, expand services,
build and renovate animal living environments, and do whatever was
necessary to give every animal the best care.

The idea came about 12 years ago when we noticed that wild animals,
particularly primates, were drawn to enrichment items that were brighter in
color. It was then that we decided to provide the animals with items that let
them decide what they would create.
When provided with a blank canvas and blobs of non-toxic paint, some animals
reject it and others engage in a playtime activity creating colorful art.
One of the animals who seems to enjoy this activity is a capuchin who arrived at
WRR in December of 2006 after having spent much of his life performing tricks
in order to collect money from passersby in California. He now lives in WRR's
Capuchin Retirement Community and was the creator of the larger painted
canvas you see on the left.

Now in our 41st year of saving lives together, some of Wildlife Rescue's
most committed supporters are ready to elevate their level of assistance
to ensure that the work being done on behalf of Nature and wildlife
continues. For this reason we established the Founder's Circle.
Members of the Circle commit to a minimum contribution of $3,000
annually and/or include Wildlife Rescue in their estate planning, usually
through their will. You may be assured that these dollars are critical
to WRR’s long-term financial stability, particularly during difficult
economic times.
Founder’s Circle members can be proud to help fund an organization
with a staff that does exemplary work for which they and Wildlife
Rescue have come to be known and respected nationwide and that
will continue to be the primary Central Texas provider of rehabilitative
care and sanctuary for wild animals in this state and far beyond.
For more information or to join the Founder’s Circle, call Diana Reyes at
(830) 336-2725 ext. 315 or visit Wildlife-Rescue.org/Support.
DIANA REYES, CFRE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE & DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
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ENJOY WINE & REFRESHMENTS • PURCHASE "ARTWORK" CREATED BY ANIMALS AT WILDLIFE RESCUE • SHOP FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS

FIND OUT MORE AT WILDLIFE-RESCUE.ORG or (830) 336-2725

FOUNDER’S

Circle
Join At

Wildlife-Rescue.org

Founder's Circle Member Benefits
Founder’s Circle members will enjoy:

• Recognition as a member of the Founder’s Circle on a permanent display at the WRR
Sherman Animal Care Complex in San Antonio
• Your name listed on Wildlife-Rescue.org and WRR’s Annual Report
• Acknowledgment at all Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation special events
• Invitation to annual Founder’s Circle event & Exclusive Tour of the Lynn Marie Cuny Animal
Sanctuary in Kendalia, Texas
• Founder’s Circle Quarterly Update with behind-the-scenes information
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sunflower seeds, she refused to be deterred from standing
out as unique in her family. It was this distinctiveness that
led her to get broody over one lone and very small egg that
she laid in a cardboard box half full of soft towels. The
fact that there was the premier of hen houses available did
not impress Stella; she chose a simple box in a secluded
spot and there she sat, determined and patient.

died that sad morning. Stella did all she could to raise her
tiny, cold body; she clucked and called to her, she gently
pecked at the soft downy body that no longer held any life.
Nothing would bring back Marigold and nothing I or her
sisters could do would console Stella. She spent each night
in the nest box looking and calling for her baby. Each day
she would rise with the sun and return to all the places
she had taken her chick. The dense bushes, the soft, deep
The weeks passed and Stella, as expected, lost some weight, grass, she walked and clucked and called and cheeped in
her system doing what it must to sustain her long enough that plaintive voice that only a lost chick would respond
to ensure the hatching of her precious prize. I was not at to. But little Marigold was gone. Though many hens grieve
all certain that her time and efforts were well spent but it and then go on with their lives in a matter of days, this was
was not my decision to make; Stella continued to sit. It is not true of Stella.
a wonder what takes place in an egg, that small, perfect
package holding and supporting a life. And it is anyone’s Each passing day she grew more frantic in her search for
guess when that little life will decide to make her first Marigold; her calls were heard from morning till dusk
tiny hole, declare herself with surprisingly loud cheeps, and it was easy to see that all the other chickens knew
and announce that she is on her way out. For Stella this how upset she was. There was only one solution to her
midnight declaration was worth clucking about. Between problem; if there were any orphaned chicks in need of a
her clucks of pride and the high-pitched cheeps I quickly mother, they had to be found. Because chickens are all too
made my way to the nest site. The tiny ball of yellow often seen as either a food item or someone to simply sit
thistledown was yet to fully emerge; there was but a beak and produce eggs, there are many who are exploited for
and one eye peering into the night. By morning mother these uses. Chicks are often discarded in this cruel process.
and daughter, I assumed Stella would insist on a girl, were Several phone calls and three days later I learned of two
contentedly comfortable. In a matter of one week, mom orphans who would love nothing more than to have a
and chick, I had named her Marigold, were out of the nest mother as theirs had been taken from them only days after
box and exploring the world.
they hatched.
The weather was cool and cloudy the day I brought them
home. Still small enough to need the warmth found under
a mother's wings, these fluffy youngsters were frightened
and vulnerable. As soon as chicks hatch they are met with
the comforting clucks only a mother can provide. They
hide under her soft, feathered breast and climb about
under her wings where they peer out at an unknown world.
Not having had a mother during those formative days they
turned to each other for comfort and safety. Now they
would have to meet and learn to communicate with a total
stranger. Contrary to what most believe about chickens,
like all other animals they form deep emotional ties; babies
PHOTO CREDIT: LYNN CUNY, WRR FOUNDER/PRESIDENT
Newly hatched chicks have a shared appearance. Their must learn from parents as instinct is only a small part of
heads are small in relation to their bodies and they are their knowledge, and they mourn the loss of loved ones.
agile even when first exiting their shell. But something Stella and her new family were perfect examples of each
was not right with this little one—her head was large, too of these traits. This would not be a simple matter of
large. She could not balance and tiny Marigold cried out tossing a couple of chicks to a waiting hen and walking
the moment Stella was only steps away.
away and assuming all was well.
I have known many hens and they are fiercely loving, caring
mothers. Stella knew something was amiss with her baby
but this only heightened her devotion to tiny Marigold.
Mother and chick had only days together before Marigold
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I chose early in the morning to introduce Cecilia and
Cecily to Stella. Yes, I was assuming they were both girls,
not that it mattered to any of the chickens involved. Stella
was still grieving and calling for her lost baby. I placed

As soon as chicks
hatch they are
met with the
comforting clucks
only a mother can
provide.

They hide under
her soft, feathered
breast and climb
about under her
wings where they
peer out at an
unknown world.
her in a small yard where the two fluffy hatchlings were
contained in an open-topped cage warmed by the morning
sun. The little sisters sat quite still and totally silent. Stella
scratched disinterestedly at the wild bird seed provided;
she had not eaten in days. I needed the orphans to move
about, to cheep, and to make themselves heard. Scattering
millet in the grass caught their attention; they remained
silent as they took a few, tiny steps but it was just enough
for Stella to notice them. She approached their cage and
stood gazing through the mesh. Now would be the ideal
time for Cecily and Cecilia to speak up but still they were
silent. Even though only briefly, Stella had been a devoted
mother and now there were two, tiny babies in her midst
and she was not about to turn away. She sat down alongside
their cage and never took her caring eyes off them as they
remained mute; we seemed to have reached an impasse.

Stella Hen was no exception. Now that she and the chicks
were sharing the yard she was determined to make them
her very own. I added an assortment of treats to the seed
mixture, items to excite and encourage her to convince the
chicks that they just had to taste this great food. As Stella’s
ardor for the orphans grew her reticence to approach them
shrank. She was distressed when they ran from her but she
pursued them through the grass, around the small tree and
throughout the yard, clucking her promises for a happier
future if they would only trust her.
It was heartbreaking, knowing all that she had been through,
to watch her face such rejection. As the commotion of the
rocky introduction grew, the five sisters could not help but
offer their assistance. Chickens are gregarious birds and when
one member of their flock is having a traumatic experience,
they all rally and offer their support. As Marguerite, Viola,
Kitty, Lena and Frances congregated on the outside of the
yard, each anxious to get involved, Cecily and Cecilia became
more alarmed. Who were all these females and what were
they going to do? Maybe, just maybe they were better off
with merely one pushy hen and not her five assertive sisters.
If the six sister hens were anything like their namesakes, they
had planned this all along. Stella knew what role she had
to play and stood patiently waiting in a quiet corner of the
yard as the two fluffy, yellow chicks pondered their options
and made their choice. She was looking better and better
in their young eyes and they were on the brink of deciding
when Stella fluffed out her butter yellow feathers, scratched
in the grass and spoke, as only a mother can, encouraging
them to come to her. As Cecilia and Cecily stood beside
Stella they knew they had made the right choice. By nightfall
the chicks had vanished as they nestled warm, safe and no
longer orphaned under Stella’s welcoming wings.
From this day on the two
orphaned chicks would be part
of a large and caring family
of overbearing aunts and the
most devoted mother they
could have ever hoped for.

Something had to be done to get this threesome together
so, as the afternoon approached, I decided to force the
issue. I knew I could trust Stella but, knowing their history
of emotional deprivation, there was no way to predict what
the chicks would do. I placed the orphans in the yard, free
to move about as they chose. But instead they chose not
budge until approached by their new mother, and then they
ran and hid in the tall grass. The moment I tossed more
seed to Stella she clucked that distinctive “the food is over
here” call to the little siblings. They were not impressed as
this was a new language to their tiny ears.
Mothers are wonderful beings; once they decide to do
something for their young, they are unstoppable.
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EXPANDED CLINIC ON BASSE ROAD
COMPLETES ONE YEAR OF SERVICE
On September 29, 2017 the newly remodeled WRR Roger & Phyllis Sherman

Donors who visited
the SACC gave
approximately $51,000
in contributions towards
animal care.

Animal Care Complex (SACC) opened its doors at 1354 Basse Road.

About Animal Care

By May of 2018, Wildlife Rescue had seen close to 5,000 animals and 80%
of them had arrived and been assessed at the SACC. With the new building
and an increase in space conducive to improving animal care capacities – an
additional 7,000 sq. ft. – staff was able to provide care and increase intake
numbers at a steady pace. In Kendalia, Dr. Payne and veterinary staff were
able to focus more on specialized care for critically ill animals while staff at
the SACC made use of the expanded aviary to nurse and rehabilitate many
more small mammals and birds than ever before.

Wildlife Rescue apprentices and animal caretakers along with veterinary staff

Another goal in acquiring the larger building and moving the Sherman
Animal Care Complex was to provide an Education Center that would help
expand wildlife and conservation education services for children and adults,
enhance WRR's volunteer training program, and serve as a space for other
animal advocacy organizations to gather.

As we begin the 8th month of the year, WRR has already taken in a total of 332
fawns (313 white-tailed and 19 axis deer). That number nearly surpasses the
number of fawns we received in all of 2017 making it a record year for fawns
rescued.

Now, more than 400 children, adolescents and adults have attended a wildlife
education workshop or training and hundreds more have come through our
doors with an animal in need.

and a dedicated volunteer base are busy all year caring for close to 10,000
animals who come through our doors needing help. But beginning in April and
continuing through the summer and fall fawns are brought to WRR on a steady
basis and sometimes in large numbers.

The cause for the increase is partly urban sprawl and partly misinformation
about feeding and/or trying to “save” a fawn who seems abandoned only to
take him away from his mother, who will likely soon return, and habituate him
to humans, thus jeopardizing his future as a wild animal. But no matter the
reason why and how they make it here, Wildlife Rescue provides each of these
wild animals with the nutrition and rehabilitative care they need until they are
strong and old enough to run free in the wild.

How to determine if a fawn is orphaned or ill:
> Pacing, calling out or appears distressed: A fawn who is still being cared
for by his mother will usually be calm and lying down. If the fawn is spooked he
may get up and move but will lie back down a short distance away.
> Lying on his/her side: Deer are ruminants and so when healthy will lie in the
sternal position. You will not find a healthy deer or fawn lying on his/her side.
>Covered in ants: If the fawn is lying on the ground and covered in ants, he is
likely in trouble. A healthy fawn will move if ants begin to attack. Call the WRR
Emergency Hotline; (830) 336-2725 for assistance.
Designate a contribution towards fawns in our care. Your gift would buy:
> Fawn pellets: As infant fawns begin to self-feed and ween from formula, the
need for pellets increases. That need heightens in the months of Aug-Oct.
> Formula: During our peak fawn season, WRR will go through an entire bucket
of specialized formula daily to feed fawns ($128.20/bucket).
> Bottles, special nipples, large crates, feeding tubes and hay and alfalfa
for bedding.
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FAWN FACTS

to help keep them
safe

As we near the end of one full year in operation at the new location, we are
grateful for the countless hours volunteers have spent caring for the animals
who find respite and care at WRR’s SACC, and the staff's ongoing efforts to
provide the best care to every animal.

• A doe will leave her fawns for up
to 14 hours at a time. She will hide
the fawn in places she deems safe
which may be under a car, or a more
natural area such as tall grass, etc.

The Sherman Complex
received approximately
5,000 animals in the first
year of operations at
Basse Road
and continues to intake
80% of all animals
received.
Most of those incoming
were opossums making
this year an "opossum"
year.

To date, 419 children
and adults have
attended a wildlife
education workshop or
volunteer training.

A BIG THANK YOU to the following
staff for their dedicated efforts
during the Sherman Animal Care
Complex's first year at Basse Rd.
Kimberly Stephens, SACC Manager
Allison Brannan
Amber Garza
Stephanie Hardin
Kyrsten Holle
Brittany Oliver
Anicea Ortiz
Alise Rector

• Fawns do not emit the same odor
as adult deer so they are safe from
predators when the mother is not
around.
• After an early-morning feeding
the mother deer will leave for the
day to find her own food, returning
at dusk to feed and spend the night
with her fawn.
• If you see a fawn on the side of
the road or in another dangerous
place move the fawn to a safe
location nearby.

Join us for a 1 year anniversary update
and tours of the SACC Thursday, Sep 27,
2018 from 5 - 7PM.
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ADVOCACY in BRACKENRIDGE PARK
WRR has placed signs in the area near the rookery at Brackenridge Park to
educate parkgoers on what to do if they find a fallen egret or fallen nest.
For years, migratory birds have relied on this habitat in Brackenridge Park to
carry out one of Nature’s great wonders: migration over thousands of miles
to reproduce and prepare another generation for their own flights.

ANOTHER ASSAULT ON WILDLIFE

by Craig Brestrup, PhD

For those with a deep affection for wildlife and a healthy natural world for them (and us!) to survive and thrive in, it is

difficult to maintain a positive attitude these days. No matter one’s political leanings, when we witness the oncoming
devastation brought by climate change, the loss of land protected in Bear Ears National Monument, the “revision”
of the Endangered Species Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Environmental Protection Agency’s rejection of
environmental protection, oil and gas drilling proposed in once protected and still fragile habitats, relaxing of clean
air and water protections, and defunding and de-emphasis of scientific research on environmental issues, you and I
know that in all these areas and more things have gone backward and that the wild animals we cherish will pay much
of the price.
And now, along with all these deliberate violations of a respectful human relationship with Nature and wildlife, we
face the prospect of indirectly imposing harm on some of the most endangered species by building a high wall across
the border between Mexico and the U.S. This wall would create an enormous
impediment to wildlife who have moved through those borderlands for eons,
threatening biodiversity in the process. And adding insult to injury, in the
frenzied desire to build this wall the federal government proposes to suspend
dozens of environmental rules that might slow them down. In response, over
2,500 scientists from around the world have signed on to a paper warning
about the damage threatened by this wrong-headed project. It is hard for us to
imagine the 1,900 mile barricading of this diverse landscape and the profound
A SECTION OF THE BORDER FENCE OUTSIDE
changes it will bring to those who have long traveled its pathways: pronghorn LUKEVILLE, ARIZONA, ON FEBRUARY 16, 2017,
ON THE US/MEXICO BORDER. (CREDIT: JIM
and wolf, jaguar and ocelot, bighorn sheep and many other species, dozens of WATSON/AFP/GETTY IMAGES)
whom are in jeopardy of extinction.
Picturing all this reminded me of a story I wrote some years ago after encountering a black bear as I hiked in Big Bend
National Park on the Mexican border: At the beginning of the twentieth century black bears were common there. But by
about 1940 they had been hunted and trapped into extinction. And so it remained for forty years. But then a less predictable
chapter began, one that astonishes and intrigues. Park literature describes it nicely: “Sometime during the 1980s, a female
black bear from the Sierra del Carmen in Mexico started a journey. She descended from the mountain, crossed miles of
desert, swam across the Rio Grande, and traversed more desert to reach the wooded slopes of the Chisos Mountains in Big
Bend National Park.”
Why did she do that? How did she know where to go? Was it like that other mysterious Mexican traveler, the Monarch
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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With the coming of Spring and into the month of April , WRR begins to see great white egrets, little blue herons, yellow-

crowned night herons, and other migratory birds in need. This year was no different in the expectation that we'd need to help
babies who would eventually fall out of their nests during April showers and storms and others who would tumble into the
river in an attempt to fly. What we didn't expect was to see an increase in adult birds received and a total of 268 egrets by early
July.
With the birds who were rescued came news that a grapeseed extract was being
sprayed by the City to "deter" the birds because droppings had "become a health
concern." Wildlife Rescue contacted US Fish & Wildlife and attempted to obtain
a thorough examination of the bodies by their officers. After many attempts fell
through and the bodies we'd sadly preserved for testing were never picked up, WRR
formally contacted the City and launched efforts to raise public awareness of the
attempts to disrupt the lives of these egrets and other federally protected birds doing WATCH KSAT-12's STORY ON WRR's FACEBOOK
PAGE: FACEBOOK.COM/WRRTX
their best to live in peace at Brackenridge Park.
WRR was successful in installing temporary signage at the park after a story aired on KSAT-12 helping educate the public that
migratory birds are federally protected and any injured or orphaned birds should be brought to Wildlife Rescue for help. Efforts
to work with the city to protect the birds continue and developments will be shared on WRR's Facebook Page: http://www.
Facebook.com/wrrtx.
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Thank You to Wildlife Sustainers Monthly Gifts Sustain Our Life-Saving Mission
Often over the last few years, we have written about the importance and convenience of

becoming a Wildlife Sustainer and how a monthly or quarterly contribution in the amount
that fits your budget would help Wildlife Rescue continue its life-saving work.
And just as it has happened year after year, a community of animal advocates responded. As
of today, Wildlife Rescue counts on 181 Wildlife Sustainers.
These are the donors whose steady contributions provide vital resources to feed babies,
repair broken wings, support critical surgeries and specialized care, expand living areas to
enhance the lives of residents and give budgetary stability to Wildlife Rescue while keeping
fundraising costs low.
Since Wildlife Rescue started the monthly giving program in 1999, approximately $520,000
have been contributed by Wildlife Sustainers.
Everyone from baby bobcats to baby birds and primates who had been forced to live an
unnatural and torturous life have benefitted from these gifts and we are so grateful for the
support.
Wildlife Rescue certainly would not be what it is today without the strong financial support
and stable foundation you have provided. While many of you don't revel in special attention
or public recognition, we want to thank each and every one of you by name.

Wildlife Sustainers *
Michael Adamietz
Sujata Agarwal
Maria M. Aguilar
Rita S. Alexander
Susanne E. Alford
Deborah Bailey
Hugh Barr
Anthony Basso
Kalavati Bhashyam
Pamela Bird
Barbara Bobb
Kelly Bohl
Martha Boyd
Deena Braneff
Susan Brannon
Esther Brisendine
Lori Buffum
George Burnette
Jackie B. Burns
Jollene Butler
Jane Byrne
Ronald Cachopo
Tracy Calloway
Karlene Campbell
Frank Cardone
Luz Maria Cerra

Rebecca Clausewitz
Monica Cockerell
Vicky J. Colbert
Cathleen Connor
Susan Cooper
Monica Dahlhausen
Gordon Dale
Deborah Daues
Peggy Dayton
Marietta De La Rosa
Rosalinda DeLaGarza
George Edwards
Norma L. Feagin
Betty J. Ferguson
Edith T. Fisher
Brenda Frankart
Peggy A. Furches
Mary Beth Gaston
Gary L. Gaubatz
Taryn Geer
Samantha Gervais
Sharon Goodman
Clifford Grafton
Lynda Grayless
Helen Green
Kathleen Green

Maggie A. Gregoire
Coleen Grissom
Carolyn Sue Gulledge
Keith Hallock, Jr.
Sonia Hasty-Lott
William Heffner
Lois Hill
Patricia L. Honc
Dean Housel
Mary Howard
Melinda Huff
Cynthia Hurayt
Charles Ikerman, Jr.
Carrie L. Itschner
Kellie Jackson
Karen F. Johnson
Sally Johnson
Kindall Jones
William Jr
Alice Juarez
Edward Kane
Peggy Kelly
Eden Kennan
Rose Anne Kimbell
Lizbeth Kinney
James Kollenberg

Calvin Kregel
Robert Kukral
Jacqueline Lansford
Ann Latham
Sally S. Layne
Terry Lee
Kathi Lewis
Laura Leyendecker
Luci Leykum
Marisa Lidecis
Laura Link
Barbara Lopardi
Patricia Lopez
Jo Ann Lynch
Victor Ma
Manie Mann
Mike Mann
Heeyoung Marroquin
Janet Martin
Betsy Mautner
Gilbert Maxwell, Jr.
LaRonda McAndrew
Michael B. McCormick
Tiffany McDaniel
Deborah McGilvray
Claire McLean

Katherine McLean
Margaret McLeod
Barron K. McMann
Pamela Meissner
Jacqueline Michel
Virgil E. Mielke
Metta Moore
Joanna Neal
Jeff Neimann
Jacklynn Nolan
Lisa G. Nungesser
Barbara Ofsowitz
Erin ONeal
Christine Pangarakis
Pamela L. Parmer
George W. Parr
Yanina Pavlova
Barbara Pelle
Cathi Pettersen
Charlotte Phillips
Barbara Potts
Susan D. Rackley
Stacy Radicke
Francille Radmann
Christina Ramsey
Lorena Rangel

Michele Rapoport
Barbara Reagor
Nancy L. Richter
Jessica Rodriguez
Kay Rolfes
Arlene Rosborough
Connie Rubio
Thomas Ryan
Briana Saussy
David Saussy
Faithann Schmidt
Vikie E. Schwartz
Travis Scroggins
Dondi Scumaci
Allen Serold
Lynn Smiley
Cecil B. Smith
Danny Smith
Morgan Smith
Sharon Smith
Dale St. John
Irma G. Stewart
Dennis Stuckey
Bill Swindal, Jr.
Patti Tate
Michelle Thames

Fredel J. Thompson
Candace Tomlinson
Carlota Urcelay
Carolyn Valdivieso
Patricia Vanella
William Vogel
Mary Ann V. Von
Glinow
Charlene Weeks
Raymond Wenz, Jr.
Terry Werchan
Melinda Weston
Susanne Wilcoxson
Judith Wilken
Joshua Wilson
Valin Woodward
WRG
Suzanne Yamamoto
Cynthia Yost
Tina Zeller

*Every effort has been made to include every Sustainer. If your name is not listed, we apologize and will correct this on
our database immediately. Please call us at 830-336-2725 ext. 308.

Great things

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

butterfly, she just knew? Over the millennia there would have been intercourse between
these regions and a mental and geographic path remained even after half a century. The
aridity of both mountain ranges means that bear-carrying capacity is not great, so excess
in one may always have led to migration to the other. Currently, a Ranger has told me,
they think capacity in the Chisos has been reached, so new journeys south may already
be underway. I hope they are careful—the “global war on terror” has completely changed
the former easy-going quality of this border area; no crossing either way for any purpose is
allowed, and it can’t be safe even for bear. Nevertheless, the story charms and encourages
me—autonomous recovery initiated across forbidding landscape and an international
border. I am thankful to the National Park that the bears find safety here.
But for how much longer will that be possible?

are happening

This fall, WRR donors will have the opportunity
to gather and learn about the great things
happening at WRR from Chief Executive &
Development Officer, Diana Reyes.

Download WRR's Annual Report at
Wildlife-Rescue.org/About

Diana will update you on new enclosure
expansion projects, how donor contributions are
shaping the future of Wildlife Rescue and how
you can continue to be part of our life-saving
mission.
VISIT WILDLIFE-RESCUE.ORG/GET-INVOLVED
for event dates and more details.
San Antonio • Austin • Dallas-Fort Worth • Houston
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Volunteer Training Calendar

WRR Sherman Animal Care Complex Education Center
1354 Basse Rd, San Antonio, TX 78212

SEPTEMBER
6th:
8th:
13th:
15th:

Information Session; 6PM-7:30PM
Information Session: 10AM - 11:30AM
Intro Orientation; 6PM-7PM
Intro Orientation Kendalia; 10AM-11:30AM

OCTOBER
4th:
6th:
11th:
13th:

Information Session; 6PM-7:30PM
Information Session; 6PM-7:30PM
Intro Orientation; 6PM-7PM
Intro Orientation Kendalia; 10AM-11:30AM

yOUNGofFrIENDS

WILDLIFE

RESCUE
Upcoming Exploration Sessions:

Young Friends of Wildlife will explore different topics within
wildlife rehabilitation, advocacy and conservation and will
complete a group volunteer activity each month.
Monthly topics include:
September: Wildlife Hospital & Veterinary Care
Wednesday, Sep 19, 6PM - 8PM
October: WRR Sanctuary Permanent Residents
Wednesday, Oct 17, 6PM - 8PM
November: Companion Animal Socialization (In Kendalia,TX)
Saturday, Nov 10, 1PM- 3PM
December: Wildlife Behavior Through the Seasons
Wednesday, Dec 5, 6PM -8PM

REGISTER NOW:

Wildlife-Rescue.org/services/wildlife-education
(830) 336-2725

AUGUST 2018

